
Can I Use This?
Exploring Copyright and OER
in Teaching and Learning 

Content in this slide deck is 
made available under a 
CC-BY license unless stated 
otherwise.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


UBC Point Grey Campus is on 

traditional, ancestral, unceded 

Musqueam Territory. 

You can this resource to 

discover the Indigenous 

territories you reside on: 

native-land.ca

Photo: Musqueam Post, sʔi:ɬqəy̓ qeqən 
(double-headed serpent post), on the 
UBCV Campus
 Photo by UBC Brand and Marketing



We hope you will leave this session with: 

• Considerations of UBC’s Copyright Context for teaching and 
learning

• An introduction to what makes an educational resource 
“Open” 

• Considerations of the practicalities working with other 
people’s content

• Information on support available at UBC



All original content in 
this presentation is 
licensed under a CC-BY 
license, for borrowed 
works, please refer to 
attribution statements

CC-BY, Creative Commons, CC-BY

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Contact Me
Copyright

Copyright.ubc.ca

● Fair Dealing Analysis
● Course Materials Review
● General Copyright Support and Referral

Scholarly Communications

Scholcomm.ubc.ca

● Open Access Publishing
● Author Rights
● Predatory Publishing
● Open Scholarship

Stephanie Savage

Scholarly Communications and                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Copyright Services Librarian

604-827-1790
stephanie.savage@ubc.ca



What are you hoping to get out of this session?



Users

Vincent van Gogh, 1888 - Public Domain, Retrieved From 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Basics for using 
copyright-protected 
materials

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/436530?sortBy=Relevance&amp;when=A.D.+1800-1900&amp;where=Europe&amp;what=Paintings&amp;ft=*&amp;offset=20&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=27


Identifying the Audience
Classroom Use?

EdTech Stanford University School of Medicine- CC-BY-NC-ND, 
Retrieved from FLICKR

Open Distribution?

Nasa, Public Domain, Retrieved from Nasa Image and Video Library

https://www.flickr.com/photos/stanfordedtech/4455074157/in/photolist-7MFqkp-5X6UYV-f2qPrM-7vtWrQ-eViKUa-oYKGVZ-8rgyjT-emd1Af-5buD5b-4SUnNR-7PoKmi-9QgEK8-aqhUPm-ksttFp-8nyaAu-7pQSQ-5CtDgT-8NPuzS-5J7YvJ-4gwFid-8AqGRN-ddPhGx-8rrNvK-mZsLbq-kui1rb-aj4ceb-79Ufej-bewmPx-mYtMNg-HwbM1-pFJ3ky-7bthAB-37ExsJ-oaCu2r-996dtm-f2F63G-7QEsv5-f2F8dj-8bmuUX-5Jbise-8ErtLJ-851kvd-5mWHUX-dVPs1x-Nz84Ek-diHtdy-mWsDCc-d6Yrps-Nz7Zvi-aj1AZt
https://images.nasa.gov/details-PIA18033.html


Exceptions to Copyright

Fair Dealing Educational Exceptions 

Must be for an allowable purpose An additional set of exceptions for 
educational institutions

Is less likely to be applicable in an open 
environment

Are less likely to be applicable in an open 
environment



Copyright is hard!
• Hyperlinking and embedding is OK
• Using UBC licensed material (in the 

classroom) is OK
• Using openly licensed work is OK
• Using anything in the public 

domain is OK

LaurMG, CC-BY-SA, Retrieved from Wikimedia Commons 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Frustrated_man_at_a_desk_(cropped).jpg


Public Domain

Retrieved From Wikipedia - used for an educational purpose Retrieved from Spy Museum - used for an educational 
purpose

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_and_Prejudice_and_Zombies#/media/File:PrideandPrejudiceandZombiesCover.jpg
https://www.spymuseum.org/files/resources/bond_books.jpg


Asking Permission

When in doubt, consider 
asking for permission



Creators

Basics for creators of 
copyright-protected 
materials

Marguerite Gerard, circa 1790 - Public Domain, Retrieved From Wikimedia Commons 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marguerite_G%C3%A9rard_-_Painter_when_painting_a_portrait_of_a_lute_player.jpg


Who owns the Rights?

Faculty Work Student Work Staff Work

Retain copyright in their work

Policy 88 (Inventions and 
Discoveries)

Policy 81 (Use of Teaching 
Materials in UBC Credit 
Courses)

Retain copyright in their 
student work

Theses and dissertations are 
required to be openly 
disseminated

Student employees likely do 
not retain copyright

Operate under the “work for 
hire” provision

Do not retain copyright in 
their work



Using Student Work

When in doubt, consider 
asking for permission



Author Rights Consider the rights you have in 
your own work and to what degree 
you give them up when you publish

Commonly, publication 
agreements include copyright 
transfers



Where Policy 
ends and Risk 

begins

The Next Rembrandt, used for an educational purpose, 
Retrieved from https://www.nextrembrandt.com/ 

https://www.nextrembrandt.com/


So, what’s ~always OK to use?

• your own work
• material in which copyright no longer exists
• hyperlinks (and embed codes)
• openly licensed works



What Does 
“Open”    
Mean?

https://is.gd/UBCopen



Flagstaff Gallery, shared by the Flagstaff Gallery,  CC BY-SA 4.0, via 
Wikimedia Commons, Slide Adapted from Christina Hendricks.

Open Like A Museum 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flagstaff_Gallery_Devonport_Auckland.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


COST

Free or minimal fees 
for users

ACCESS

Ability to 
view/read/use with 
no or minimal 
barriers (bandwidth 
needed, software, 
passwords, account 
creations, 
memberships, etc)

REUSE

Open copyright 
licenses that allow for 
reuse, modification, 
commercial use, etc

Formats that allow 
for editing, copying, 
etc.

CONNECTION

Open participation, 
community 
engagement, 
development of 
networks, students 
contributing 
knowledge, inclusion, 
etc.

ACCESSIBILITY

Digital
accessibility,
Universal
Design for
Learning



Open Educational Resources (OER) are any teaching 
and learning resources that are free of cost and 
access barriers, and which also carry legal permission 
for open use allows anyone to freely use, adapt and 
share the resource—anytime, anywhere”

(SPARC, n.d; Hewlett Foundation, n.d). 

. 

 

https://sparcopen.org/open-education/
https://hewlett.org/strategy/open-educational-resources/


According to the 2022 AMS Academic Experience Survey:

● $1,253 is the average amount UBC undergraduates 
spend on textbooks and other course resources in the 
past year. 

● 30 percent of undergraduates reported that they 
frequently or often go without textbooks or other 
learning materials due to cost.

 

. 

 

https://www.ams.ubc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022-AMS-Academic-Experience-Survey-Report.pdf


Redistribute05 ● share copies  with others
● e.g. post a copy online

Reuse04
● use your original, revised, or remixed copy of the 

resource publicly
● e.g. on a website, in a presentation, in a class

Remix03
● combine your original or revised  version with other 

existing material to create something new
● e.g. make a mashup

Revise02 ● edit, adapt, and modify your copy of the resource
● e.g. translate into another language

Retain01 ● make, own, and control a copy of the resource
● e.g. download and keep your own copy

David Wiley, From: Defining the "Open" in Open Content 
and Open Educational Resources

The 5 R’s of Open Content:

https://opencontent.org/definition/
https://opencontent.org/definition/


Creative Commons 
(CC) licenses 

provide advance 
permission to use 

copyrighted 
material under 

certain conditions.

"Creative Commons" (CC BY 2.0) by Kalexanderson

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kalexanderson/8137851710/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/kalexanderson/


“Certain Conditions”



T = Title
A = Author 
S = Source
L = Licence

More info: https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Best_practices_for_attribution

An up-close picture of a curious 
male domestic shorthair tabby cat 
by Ugrashak (CC by 4.0)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:An_up-close_picture_of_a_curious_male_domestic_shorthair_tabby_cat.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:An_up-close_picture_of_a_curious_male_domestic_shorthair_tabby_cat.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:Contributions/Ugrashak
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


• Can you reuse the material? Are you allowed 
to change or adapt it?

• Have you met the license conditions? Have 
you provided attribution?

• Is the content appropriate to your audience?
• Is the text culturally sensitive?
• Is the content accessible to students with 

diverse abilities?

Creative Commons Reflections



Finding OER





OER Search Engines
● OASIS - https://oasis.geneseo.edu/
● MOM - https://mom.gmu.edu
● Openverse - https://openverse.org/ 
● Creative Commons Search - https://search.creativecommons.org/

UBC Library Guides
● Finding OER by Material Types: 

https://guides.library.ubc.ca/open-education/material-repositories
● Finding OER by Subject:

https://guides.library.ubc.ca/open-education/subject-repositories

OER Repositories/Collections
● BCcampus Open Collection: https://collection.bccampus.ca/
● Open Textbook Library: https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks
● UBC OER Collection: https://oer.open.ubc.ca/

https://oasis.geneseo.edu/
https://mom.gmu.edu
https://openverse.org/
https://search.creativecommons.org/
https://guides.library.ubc.ca/open-education/material-repositories
https://guides.library.ubc.ca/open-education/subject-repositories
https://collection.bccampus.ca/
https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks
https://oer.open.ubc.ca/


https://collection.bccampus.ca

https://collection.bccampus.ca


The UBC OER Fund
Grants to support:

● Reduction in student costs for learning materials 
and assessments in UBCV credit courses through 
the replacement of paid materials with OER

● Course enhancements using open educational 
resources, including assessment materials.

● Activities and events that seek to engage the UBCV 
community in supporting OER.

https://oerfund.open.ubc.ca

https://oerfund.open.ubc.ca/


By Atelier Disko, Hamburg und 
Berlin - Mapping OER - 
Bildungsmaterialien gemeinsam 
gestalten, CC BY 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/in
dex.php?curid=44529774

Thank you!
Stephanie Savage - stephanie.savage@ubc.ca
Will Engle - will.engle@ubc.ca

Graphics Credit:  Atelier Disko, Hamburg und Berlin - 
Shared at Wikimedia Commons: Mapping OER - 
Bildungsmaterialien gemeinsam gestalten, CC BY 4.0 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Mapping_OER_-_Bildungsmaterialien_gemeinsam_gestalten
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Mapping_OER_-_Bildungsmaterialien_gemeinsam_gestalten

